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Proposition for Making a Silent Opera at an Invisible Museum  
 
You arrive at the Southbank Centre’s Royal Festival Hall to attend the China Changing 
Festival, on 7 October 2017. During 1 – 5 o’clock in the afternoon, you find your way 
to the ‘Invisible Museum’ that is located at The Function Room at Level 3, which for 
today is to be made the ‘Invisible Museum’. 
 
You are invited by artist Li-E Chen for an experiment at the ‘Invisible Museum’ to 
develop a silent libretto that she is currently working on as part of her one-year 
research and development project, ‘R&D Silent Opera on The Life and Art of Tehching 
Hsieh’. As you enter the museum (The Function Room), you are asked to declare 
yourself invisible. A photographer takes two photographs of you, one before you make 
your declaration and one after you declare yourself invisible. After you declare 
yourself invisible, you meet other invisible participants and invited contributors. At the 
invisible museum, there is nothing to see except an open circle with chairs, pens and 
brown paper in the centre of the space, with copies of the draft silent libretto and some 
Open Space principles on the walls. You are invited to join the conversations on 
‘Making A Silent Opera at an Invisible Museum’. You do not know what this is about, 
nor does anyone else. 
 
This experiment is taking place in parallel with a separate learning and participatory 
event ‘Thinking Posture’ in the Green Side Foyers of Royal Festival Hall at Level 2. 
You are given four Chinese characters to learn: 思想姿态 [Sīx Xǎng Zī Tài], which 
translate as ‘Thinking Posture’. You ask one of Chinese facilitators to show you how 
to write these four characters in chalk on a roll of brown paper and speak them in 
Mandarin Chinese. These four Chinese characters express the aesthetic of Li-E 
Chen’s silent opera project.  
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